Yugoslav army moves in Croatia

"The differences have... but the question of customs is still open."

Jovan Drmac

Nelson Mandela says sanctions should stay

By TOM COHEN

DURBAN, South Africa (AP) — Nelson Mandela, newly elected president of the African National Congress and Sunday's main international economic sanctions against South Africa should remain.

But he urged the nations' leading black opposition group to show "flexibility and imagination" as many foreign countries lift the punitive measures to reward President F.W. de Klerk's government for the adoption of the last major apartheid law.

Mandela, elevated from the ANC's No. 2 post to its presidency Friday, spoke on the final day of the group's Weekend National Conference, which has considered policies on key issues such as sanctions, township violence and the national elections.

An estatutary rally that drew 30,000 people to a soccer stadium Sunday afternoon. Mandela said the conference is most representative and has greater authority than the illegitimate Parliament.

Mandela's Africa 30 million black majority is excluded from Parliament.

While no major policy changes emerged, the ANC said it would negotiate on a black-white power-sharing constitution if the white authorities meet several demands. They include a greater government effort to end black township violence and the release of all political prisoners.

De Klerk's government, which is eager to begin negotiations that

Man killed in Northway crash

WESTPORT — One man was killed and three other people injured in a single-vehicle accident Saturday night on Interstate 87 in the town of Northway, near Lake Saranac.

Jean Michel, 61, of Spring Valley, N.Y., was driving in a Nissan Sentra in the southbound lane on the highway when he hit a patch of ice, went off the road, struck a guardrail and turned over.

The younger Marie Michel and younger Elisa Michel were listed in good condition Sunday evening, an official said.

Another passenger, Jean Michel, was dead on arrival at the Adirondack Medical Center in Saranac Lake. The Sunday event attracted boat enthusiasts to Lake Flower and Saranac Lake. The Sunday event attracted boat enthusiasts to Lake Flower and Saranac Lake. The Sunday event attracted boat enthusiasts to Lake Flower and Saranac Lake.

Reviewing the nomination of Clarence Thomas mas appointee to the Supreme Court, he said the NAACP could wind up endorsing him "only because the NAACP is simply too large for the right-wing forces to defeat."

"The difference between the getAlliance for Progress and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People is one of size and numbers."

"This is one of the last official events of the week."

The two leaders met in Washington, D.C., Tuesday to discuss the pending nomination and to call for the Senate to vote on the issue.

"We have a mandate from the people to fight for peace."

Militiamen told an AP reporter that fighting continued Sunday in the southern part of the republic.

Several Croatian officers were later forced to hand over their weapons and surrender.

"In his closing address, delivered nearly at dawn Sunday after a marathon national conference, Mandela said the conference was most representative and has greater authority than the illegitimate Parliament.

Mandela's Africa 30 million black majority is excluded from Parliament.
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